Airman

™

1/2 HP BELT DRIVE GARAGE DOOR OPENER

For Quiet and Durable Performance
Driven by a powerful 1/2 HP belt drive motor, the Airman provides quiet reliable performance. Designed for those who want
an excellent combination of value and functionality, plus the everyday dependability of a Raynor residential opener, the Raynor
Airman has all the tools it needs to get the job done. With a four year motor and 10 year belt warranty, you are assured maximum
performance day-in and day-out.
Sensing Technology
With sensing technology your door will stop closing if contact is made with a person or object.
100-Watt Lighting
Opener light turns on automatically when the safety infrared beam is broken.
Security+®
Be sure your garage is safe from intruders. Rolling code technology assures a new code is sent every
time the remote control is used.
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Safety, Security and Performance

Sensing Technology
The Airman’s sensing technology is designed to keep you safe.
If contact is made with a person or object while the door is
closing, the door will stop, helping to prevent any injury.
Posilock®
Ensures the door remains securely locked when it is closed.
1/2 HP Motor + Belt Drive
A 1/2 HP motor and enhanced belt drive provide quiet and
durable performance.

Standard Accessories
Multi-Function Control Panel (78 RGD)
The multi-function control panel controls
not only your garage door but also turns
your opener lights on/off from inside the
garage. For security, it locks out radio
signals while you’re away and includes
an adjustable light timer. Never push
the wrong button with the illuminated
oversized push button.
1-Button Remote Control (371 RGD)
The one button remote control selects a
new code from over a billion possibilities
with every use. This feature makes it
virtually impossible for burglars to capture
your transmitter code.
Protector System® Photo Eyes
Project an invisible beam across the door
opening. If any object breaks the light
beam while closing, the door will stop
and reverse direction to full open position.

Optional Accessories

3-Button Mini Remote Control (890 RGX)
This powerful multi-door control can
operate 3 garage doors, gates or MyQenabled lighting accessories. Plus, multifrequency Security+ 2.0™ technology
virtually eliminates interference.
HomeLink® Compatible (855 LM)
The in-vehicle universal remote control.
The HomeLink System may require the
HomeLink Repeater Kit on some vehicle
makes and models. Please contact Raynor
Customer Service for details.
Max Keyless Entry (877 MGX)
Opens and closes your door when you
enter a 4-digit code. Enter a temporary
code that allows guests and service
people temporary access with a specific
number of activations for a chosen length
of time.
Visit your Raynor Dealer for additional options
and accessories.
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